
Introduction :  'Harold Bowyer Bull: An Australian Sailor on Shackleton's Nimrod'  

             Researched and written by David Harry  

 

A post swim coffee one Saturday morning just over a year ago, with fellow ocean swimmer, Stephen Carthew, has 

prompted me to further research a family relative with Antarctic connections.  

Stephen was discussing the Polar exploits of Sir Hubert Wilkins when I mentioned that I had a great, great, Uncle, Harold 

Bowyer Bull, who had sailed to Antarctica with Shackleton’s 1907-09 British Antarctic Expedition as a crew member on 

the S.Y. (Steam Yacht) Nimrod. 

 

"What more do you know about your (great, great) Uncle... and is there a Wilkins connection?" asked Stephen. 

  

From family history I know that Harold was born in Hindmarsh, South Australia, sailed to Antarctica twice on 

Shackleton’s “Nimrod”, had a farming partnership with his brother and my grandfather on land at Minnievale near 

Dowerin in Western Australia, was later a signalman on Rottnest Island in W.A. and when he visited family in Adelaide in 

January 1939, he brought his bronze polar medal to show his many relatives. He was also remembered as the 

“favourite” Uncle by giving his nephews and nieces a 1937 Australian silver crown, accompanied with one of Harold's 

popular quotations, "Civility costs nothing and buys everything" (attributed to Lady Mary Wortley Montagu 1689-1762). 

During this holiday, he also visited Sir Douglas Mawson who lived just down from the Harry family residence in King 

Street, Brighton. 

Using these family anecdotes, I have pieced together a little more of Harold Bowyer Bull's Antarctic journey.  

I am grateful to the to the Wilkins Foundation for allowing me to publish his story on their web-page. 

 

 
Harold Bowyer Bull in sailor’s uniform with “Nimrod” tally band on cap. 

(Digitally edited copy from the Chris Trethewey original) 

   



 

'Harold Bowyer Bull: An Australian Sailor on Shackleton's Nimrod'  

           Researched and written by David Harry 

Harold Bowyer Bull (“Bowyer” after his paternal grandmother Mary Brant Bowyer) was born in the Adelaide suburb of 

Hindmarsh, South Australia, 31st January 1884, the youngest of 10 children born to Robert Peel Bull and Fanny Yates. 

However, 26th February 1883 is the date of birth written on Harold’s Royal Naval Reserve record, when he enlisted on 

1st April 1903. (There could be a number of reasons for this difference which I am still investigating)  

  

He was educated at both the Hindmarsh Public School and Whinham College, North Adelaide.  

A photo of Whinham College, North Adelaide, shows a group of young men climbing and sitting on a very tall timber 

frame, replete with ladder and ropes for ascending and descending. As this was still the age of sail, what better way than 

to prepare young men for a life at sea!  

 

 
North Adelaide Grammar School (Whinham College), Jeffcott Street [B5109] State Library of South Australia 

 

On leaving school he worked for “The Advertiser” newspaper in their job printing office before departing Adelaide circa 

1898 as a 15 year old sailor's apprentice aboard the sailing ship "East Croft". 

 

 
The ”East Croft” at Port Adelaide under Norwegian flag [PRG 1373/16/43] State Library of S.A  



 

In 1903, after sailing the world, and gaining experience as a quartermaster with the P&O Company, Harold enlisted in 

the R.N.R. (Royal Navy Reserve) as an A.B. (Abled Bodied) Seaman. From Harold's R.N.R. records we see he had served 

on H.M.S. Severn and Mersey. Under “Personal Marks” he had “Clasped hands and blue Jacket on left arm, pierced heart 

on right arm”. 

 
Harold Bull’s R.N.V.R. record from the U.K. National Archive 

 

In 1904 his seafaring life returned him briefly to Melbourne, Australia, where his parents and 2 older brothers travelled 

to see him and have a formal family portrait taken.

 
Bull family portrait – Melbourne 1903. (Harry family collection) 

 

Standing Rear : (Brother)Frederick Charles Wrathall Bull, Harold Bowyer Bull and (Brother)George Henry Wrathall Bull 

Seated : (Mother)Fanny Bull (nee Yates), and (Father) Robert Peel Bull 



 

Using his image from the family portrait, I identified Harold in an un-named photograph of the Nimrod's crew taken in 

Lyttleton Harbour, New Zealand in 1907, which I found on the very extensive “Coolantarctica.com” webpage.  

 
A.B. Harold Bull, 23 years old, aboard “Nimrod” Nov.-Dec. 1907, Lyttelton, N.Z. 

 

Crew of the Steam Yacht Nimrod, Lyttleton Harbour, New Zealand, Dec. 1907. 

Harold Bull seated front and centre. Shackleton stands directly behind him.  

(Photo from the Victor Berry collection courtesy of the “Coolantarctica.com” webpage.)   

 



 
Captioned Photo of the Nimrod’s Crew from the Sydney Mail 25-12-1907 courtesy “Trove” 

Finding this picture confirmed my initial guess of Harold’s identification. 

All credit to the newspaper photographer of the day who recorded the names and occupations of the subjects in his 

portrait! (I shared this find with the “Coolantarctica.com” who have now added these names to the photo.) 

Coincidentally while I was researching Harold’s story, so was Chris Trethewey, another Bull family relative here in 

Adelaide.  Early this year (2022), Stephen Carthew suggested I should contact Mark Pharaoh, Senior Collection 

Manager of the Australian Polar Collection in the South Australian Museum. Mark gave me Chris Trethewey’s contact 

details, and was more than pleased when he said that he “had a couple of old family photos I may like to see”. The first 

Chris showed me was the original colour tinted portrait of Harold Bull in his sailors uniform complete with cap and 

“Nimrod” tally band, photographed by F. Olsen, Lyttelton, N.Z.  

 
 

The original portrait of Harold Bull, photographed by F. Olsen, Lyttelton. (Chris Trethewey collection)  



The second photo was a colour tinted postcard of a view of Manly Cove across to the Sydney Heads. It is glued to a 

cardboard mount and written on the reverse side in ballpoint ink is “Sailing Ship Nimrod – Shackleton Antartic Expidition 

(sic.) 1910-12. On return to Sydney. Harold Bull ”. 

On closer inspection, the ship which is allegedly the Nimrod, has only 2 masts, where the Nimrod had 3, and we know 

from the Sydney Mail articles of 1909, Nimrod was moored at Neutral Bay. Secondly, the dates of 1910-12 are incorrect 

(they should be 1907-09). Thirdly, the information is written with a ball-point pen, which only became a common writing 

instrument in the 1950's at earliest. This would suggest that the writer may have, in later years, jotted from memory, the 

origins of this post card. 

The subject, age and patina of the postcard certainly corresponds with the time Harold was aboard Nimrod during the 10 

day Sydney lay over in April-May 1909. 

Chris Trethewey and I agree that a more plausible explanation is that Harold perhaps purchased the standard panorama 

(not specifically of the Nimrod) and sent it to his cousin, Fred Trethewey (Chris’s grandfather), in South Australia, as a 

souvenir of the day. The post card has also lifted from its water damaged cardboard mount and, unfortunately there is no 

further information there. 

 

 
Mounted Postcard “19. Manly Cove” (Chris Trethewey collection)  

 
Reverse of Mounted Postcard “19. Manly Cove” (Chris Trethewey collection) 



In England in 1907, Harold, applied and was accepted as a rating on the S.Y. (Steam Yacht) Nimrod for the Shackleton 

British Antarctic Expedition. As the Adelaide advertiser of the day reported: “He was chosen out of 500 candidates to join 

the Nimrod's crew because of good conduct and for being a teetotaler”. I considered why Harold was selected to be one 

of 6 Able Bodied Seaman in total complement of 22 required to man Nimrod. In the book “Nimrod” by Riffenburgh, 

Shackleton wanted “to find men with the skills and worldly experience that would make them successful in the south”. 

One such man chosen by Shackleton to be second officer was Aeneas Lionel Acton Mackintosh. Mackintosh and Harold 

Bull had both served aboard P&O ships, so perhaps a recommendation from second officer Mackintosh may have assisted 

in Harold’s selection. God conduct and being a teetotaler may also have helped ! 

 

 
( Corrections to the above article from the Adelaide Advertiser of Thursday 28th Nov. 1907 : Should read Mr. Harold Bowyer 

Bull and Mrs. Alfred Harry) 

 

 The Nimrod sailed from Torquay, on July 30th 1907 England, stopping in St. Vincent and Capetown for supplies before 

arriving in Lyttleton Harbour in New Zealand. 

On arrival in Lyttleton, this part of an interview with crew of the Nimrod , was printed in the local paper and gives an 

insight into their pay and conditions. 

 

 
 

 

 



 
A cross section showing the interior of the Nimrod. I have highlighted the Forecastle in red, the cramped quarters Harold 

Bull occupied with 8 other sailors. (Copied from “Nimrod” by Riffenburgh) 

 

 

 

 
A small article from the Adelaide “Advertiser “newspaper. The information taken from it provided valuable information of 

Harold’s early life. 

 

 

 

 



While in New Zealand, Shackleton and his B.A.E. members and the Nimrod crew were entertained at many official 

functions. 

 
 

This photo was kindly forwarded to me by Jenni Chrisstoffels of the National Library, Wellington, New Zealand. It is from 

the Captain Rupert England album in their collection and while it has no description, it is a garden setting with some 

members of the Nimrod crew in their Naval uniform. 

The first three gentlemen from the left are John Montague (cook), James Paton (leading seaman) and Edward Morrison 

(sailmaker). Harold Bull (A.B.) is standing at the back, 6th from left. 

 

The Nimrod's first voyage to Antarctica commenced on January 1st, 1908. During the Nimrod's voyage, Harold kept a 

personal log, which is now in the Canterbury Museum, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

 

 During my research into accessing this logbook, Paul Scofield of the Canterbury Museum advised me that: “In what is 

rather an odd breach of Royal Naval discipline several crew members appear to have gained permission to view the 

official ships log held on the bridge or Captain’s cabin to enable them to create their own diaries.”  

 
 

Chris Trethewey kindly forwarded me 20 of the 62 pages of Harold's logbook which Chris received from Frances Husband 

of the Canterbury Museum. On closer inspection of the log and the detail of information described, there may be some 

truth to Paul Scofield's view. Either way, the penciled (because ink would freeze in the Antarctic) notes of Harold Bull 

describe experiences aboard Nimrod. 

 Here is part entry from February 3rd, 1908 : Lieut. Shackleton & Capt. England decided to work towards Cape Royds and try 

there for a landing place...our starboard whaleboat was lowered and we took soundings ahead of the ship and it was found 

deep enough for the ship to in further, J.(James) Paton and myself discovered a deserted camp left there 4 years ago by the 

party from the Discovery that went surveying and which had been left in a hurry and we found many interesting curios which 

we were allowed to keep.. 



 

Feb 19th 1908 : Still blowing a blizzard.. all hands were on deck employed lashing loose gear about the decks ..this blizzard is 

the heaviest yet experienced by Lieut. Shackleton yet...all the rigging and decks is getting thicker and thicker with ice...the 

heavy seas are coming on board and as soon as they touch the deck are frozen quite solid...all hands stand by..3 men are at the 

yards to about ship every 15 minutes..2 men are at the wheel...and 1 man is standing by the rudder the whole time as the 

water freezes to it and we can't steer...a very hard and anxious time for all...the Captain keeping the bridge the whole time. 

Feb 20th :  5:30 had to bring ship around as a large iceberg was coming down on top of us and we had to chop the ice away 

from blocks and ropes as they were frozen in.. Noon all hands standing by...everybody for himself...still blowing very hard 

making very short tacks...weather continues so till midnight...the deck is getting filled with ice and as the ice rose, so we had to 

smash the bulwarks so as the water that had not frozen could run off...the Temp. Is 10 degrees below zero and it is very cold. 

 

Feb21st and 22nd: Still a blizzard is blowing and the seas are getting heavier and larger...temp. Is 20 degrees below 

zero...arrived at Cape Royds about 8am..lowered boat and started right away to unload coal & Lieut. Shackleton ...we then 

made our way to the Tongue Glacier to make a depot but the sea is too heavy to be alongside...we then went back and 

reported and then we started to unload the rest of the coal...at 11p.m. The last boatload was on shore... bought back the mail 

& orders to proceed to N.Z. 

 
This is one of four similar photos of sailors on the ice-covered decks of the Nimrod featured on the Coolantarctica.com 

webpage attributed to the Victor Berry collection. Harold is incorrectly named as Henry B. Bull 

 

 Victor Berry was also an AB on the Nimrod, who (along with Harold Bull) sailed from England to N.Z., then on the first 

voyage from N.Z. to Antarctica and return. Victor was one of 9 crewmen, who with Captain England, left the Nimrod 

after the first return trip to Antarctica. Victor Berry's photos could only have been taken on this first journey from N.Z. to 

Antarctica and back and highly probable after the blizzard of 19th to 23rd of April 1908.  Alfred Bull joined the Nimrod 

for the second voyage from N.Z. to Antarctica and return and then the complete return voyage to England (Riffenburgh. 

”Nimrod”, p.xxiv). It is reasonable to assume that this is Harold Bull in the photograph. 

 



When the Nimrod returned to Lyttleton in March 1908, Harold took leave to return to Adelaide to visit family. While in 

Melbourne, he was interviewed by a reporter from the Argus newspaper and gave an eyewitness account on differences 

between Captain England and Shackleton as they were navigating the Nimrod through Antarctic ice floes. As a result of 

this, Captain England resigned his commission, along with 9 ratings. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Harold rejoined the Nimrod, which had wintered in Lyttleton, for the second voyage back to Antarctica to successfully 

retrieve the expedition shore parties. Before they left, the crew were given another farewell party by Shackleton’s New 

Zealand agent, Sir Joseph Kinsey. 

 

 
 

The crew of the ship Nimrod posing for a photograph during a garden party held at Te Hau o Te Atua (Breath of Heaven), 

the home of Shackleton’s New Zealand agent Joseph Kinsey, on Clifton Hills. The party was given as a farewell to the 

members of Shackleton’s expedition and ship’s officers on Nov. 26th, 1908.  Courtesy of National Library of New 

Zealand. 

Harold Bull is seated on the ground on the right. Alfred S Bull is standing, back row, second from left. 

  

The final task of the second voyage south to retrieve the shore party was the recovery of Professor Edgeworth David's 3- 

man party (David, Mawson & Mackay) who had trekked to the south magnetic pole. This transcript from Harold Bull's 

log describes their rescue:   

 

  Thursday February 4th (1909) 

3am …After 3 hours steaming, we moved about 100 yards towards the open water and at 3.10 we were in open 

water ...we then made our way to Hansen’s glacier... 11a.m. all fore and after sails set… the hands are filling up the coal 

sacks in case the party has to stay down here for another winter... 2p.m. Arrived at the glacier and proceeding along it in 

the direction of Cape Royds... 3p.m. A depot flag was sighted on the ice at a large inlet which we at once started to 

enter ... we then fired off a rocket to let the party know if they were in the vicinity that we were close, at 3.30 p.m. the 

camp was sighted...3.45 came alongside of a low ice floe... Dr. MacKay came down and said Mr. Mawson had fallen 

down a crevasse in his anxiety to reach us... a dozen willing hands were all at once on the ice with ropes & a sledge to 

their assistance... the party consisted of Professor David in charge, Mr. Mawson and Dr. MacKay who had been away 

exactly 4 months ...a record journey and also a record time to be away on such a sledge journey with such success as they 



had discovered the magnetic pole 90 miles further than was expected on a large plateau 8000 feet above sea level ...and 

they decided as they had rushed so much to find it or die in the attempt... they were very short of provisions only having 4 

biscuits left and a few more stores to go a distance of several hundred miles which they had given up all hope of ever 

reaching ...their only hope being the ship ever picking them up... brought everything on board...  8p.m.a party set off for 

their instruments 7 miles away ... the party are very pleased at being on board and all have very interested audiences of 

those very hard and terrible times. 

 

The Nimrod sailed from Antarctica for New Zealand on March 9 1909 arriving in Lyttleton on the 25th of March “to a 

hero’s welcome”. 

After a 3 week stay in Lyttleton, Nimrod sailed to Sydney, arriving on April 20th 1909, anchoring in Neutral Bay.  

 

The Sydney newspapers wrote many articles with accompanying photographs about Shackleton's B.A.E.  

A five-page supplement published in the Sydney Mail on April 28, 1909 features a fine photo of “A Nimrod Sailor and his 

pets” (we now know as being A.B. Harold Bull) tending to Esquimaux dog “Queenie” who gave birth to a litter of pups 

during the voyage across the Tasman Sea. 

 

  

 



 

I then looked again at the photos titled "An Antarctic Outfit" and "A Sailor of The Nimrod". 

I definitely think they are the same person posing for the 2 photos. Zooming in on the facial features of the "Antarctic 

Outfit", I can see the broad long nose with a dorsal bump and thick set mouth that are Harold Bull's features. The fact 

that the photo is captioned "A Sailor of the Nimrod" and not perhaps "An Antarctic Explorer" would narrow the field 

somewhat in Harold's favour. 

 

                        
Face Detail from photo below 

 



 
 

Paraphrasing from the column next to the photo of Harold with the dogs: “ after the vessel moored in Neutral Bay, a tent 

was erected on the main deck and in this were arranged many of the articles with which the expedition was equipped, 

including the sledges, furs, medicine chests, sledge-o-meter and other curios.” It appears that the journalist and 

photographers of the day may have pressed one of the available hands (Harold?) to don his polar clothing and pose in 

front of the tent. The photos do look a bit too staged to have been taken in situ in Antarctica. The harsh contrasting light 

and shadow appears to be more Sydney than Cape Royds and with a little darkroom editing, snow is added! The fact 

that Harold had worked for the Advertiser in Adelaide before going to sea, may have also made him at ease with the 

journalists of the day.  

 

On the 8th of May 1909, Nimrod departed Sydney under the command of John King Davis to collect more scientific data 

in the deep southern latitudes, before rounding Cape Horn and arriving in Falmouth , England on 25th August. 

 

 

 

 

 



Back in England, at the investiture in Buckingham Palace on 14th December 1909, Silver medals were awarded to the 

shore party and Harold was awarded a Bronze Polar Medal, being one of 14 crewmen “who remained with the ship” as 

stated in the London Gazette, November 23rd-. 1909.. 

 

 



Harold wrote to his family back in Adelaide and his story appeared in several newspapers. This excerpt is from the South 

Australian “Express and Telegraph, 28th January 1910” 

 
 

 

 



Later that year, back in Australia on Kangaroo Island, Harold’s fame was shared with the local populace, by his cousin 

Fred Trethewey, at a fancy dress ball as described in the article below; 

 

  
 

From “The Kangaroo Island Courier” of October 15th 1910. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Quoting from the final chapter of Riffenburgh’s book “Nimrod” where he refers to the investiture: “When, having 

reunited so briefly, the men of the British Antarctic Expedition left the palace that afternoon, no such gathering among 

them would ever occur again.” 

We know that Harold did have two brief reunions with two other Australian members of the 1907-09 B.A.E. in later 

years. The first was with Professor Edgeworth David in Fremantle in November, 1925.  

 
The Perth Daily News article of November 28th 1925. 

 

The second reunion was between Harold and Sir Douglas Mawson when Harold returned to Adelaide to visit his relatives 

in Dec. – Jan. 1938-39. While staying with the Harry family, in King St. Brighton, Harold visited Sir Douglas at the Mawson 

residence, Jerbii, close by. We know, from family anecdote, that it proved to be a very hospitable and late evening for 

Harold and Sir Douglas and I'm sure that they would have relived shared experiences from 30 years earlier, in particular 

the retrieval of Sir Douglas Mawson, Professor Edgeworth David and Dr. Alistair Forbes Mackay from near Cape Royds 

after their successful trek to the south magnetic pole. 

 

 

 



 

 

Photograph (and reverse side) from the Harry family collection of Diana Harry and her (great) Uncle Harold Bowyer Bull 

standing on the reef at low tide at Port Noarlunga during Harold’s visit to Adelaide in Dec.-Jan. 1938-39. 

 

Four years after his last visit to South Australia, Harold died in Fremantle on 16th October, 1943, and as the small 

newspaper obituary shows, his was inextricably linked to the Shackleton expedition.  

 
Perth Daily News, 16th October 1943 (“Boyer” should be “Bowyer”) 



Epilogue 

In the 12 months since I began researching the Harold Bowyer Bull story, I have discovered some 8 newspaper clippings 

with reference to him, and also another 8 images of him in photographs. Along with Chris Trethewey here in Adelaide, I 

have also made contact with some of Harold’s direct descendants in Western Australia who have shared information 

with me about Harold’s life there. 

 

I would like to think that one day we may be able to unite Harold’s colour portrait with his Bronze Polar Medal, if it is still 

in known existence. I will endeavour to research this further. 

 

One story shared was about Harold’s son, Harold William Bull, who as a keen yachtsman built 2 yachts in his lifetime, 

both of which he named “Nimrod”!  
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Footnote: 

At the time of writing I have not discovered any knowledge of direct contact between Harold Bull and Sir Hubert Wilkins. 

They do share the fact that they were both born in South Australia, have been to Antarctica in the age of Heroic 

Exploration and have both shared company with Australian Antarctic Explorers including, Professor Tannant William 

Edgeworth David and Sir Douglas Mawson.  

 

If anyone reading this article have queries, further information or corrections to add, please contact me by email:   

1daveharry@gmail.com 

 

 

 


